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NITROSYNTHETIC PRIMER

DEFINITION

ISOFAST, is a 1k isolating primer filler for bodywork repair. Its main characteristics lie in its express
drying and its excellent adherence on the different materials used in vehicle bodywork.

Because it is fast drying and fine spraying, ISOFAST is ideal for small surfaces that need to be finished
quickly without being previously sanded (SMART process, small and medium area repairing
technology). ISOFAST can be overpainted with any kind of bodywork enamel.

ISOFAST is an economic product for small tasks because of its presentation as an aerosol that does not
require preparation and cleaning of equipment.

PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS

Nature: Nitrosynthetic
Colour: Medium Grey

Aerosol Isofast
Specific weight: 0,9 kg/l at 20ºC 1,2 kg/l at 20ºC 
Propellant: Dimethyl ether
Aerosol pressure: 4 bar at 20ºC
Dry film thickness: 30 microns 2 coats
Yield: 4 m2/aerosol
Voc: 692 g/l
Solid content: 19 % 

SURFACE PREPARATION

PROCESS Putty Paint OEM Cataforesis

P360 ✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓

DA93 ✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓ ✓✓✓✓
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    APPLICATION METHOD           DRYING TIMES

cm     
   

 
P600

2-3 15-20 1-2 2’ 10ºC 10’ 25’ 25’-60’

20ºC 5’ 15’ 15’-30’

30ºC 3’ 10’ 10’-20’

REMARKS

Shake the aerosol before use for 2-3 minutes after hearing the sound of the mixer.
Protect the areas that will not be painted.

EQUIPMENT CLEANING

After use clean the nozzle by turning the aerosol upside down and spray until only gas will
emerge.

SAFETY
Follow instructions of product label. For more information check the Safety Data Sheet
SDS 821/EN. Compliant with the National Statutory Regulation for Health and Safety at
Work and Waste Disposal.

STORAGE
Store the product in a ventilated place far from direct exposure to sunlight. Keep between
+5ºC and +30ºC.

GUARANTEE
In unopened original packaging, one year from manufacturing date.

For any technical information contact with our Customer Attention Service or our Technical
Department.
ROBERLO SA declines any responsibility due to an incorrect use of the product.

SUGGESTION:

Use Isofast as a guide
to prove that the edges
where the putty is
applied are well-
shaped.


